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NEW RULES OF GOOGLE MY BUSINESS:
HOW TO OPTIMIZE YOUR LEAD GENERATION

Inspect What You Expect
Through this Neovora A.R.M.TM (Action.Result.Monitor.), we walk you through
what it takes to have a strong Google My Business proﬁle and what it is
required to get ranked within the highly coveted Google Maps.
82% of all local traﬃc comes through Google Maps. That’s a ton.
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And, as we know, website traﬃc is a zero-sum game… if we aren’t getting these
qualiﬁed prospects to visit our business, then your competitors are servicing
these people.
This Neovora Google My Business (GMB) A.R.M.TM will serve as one of your
main marketing assets that you will be able to leverage as an auditing tool to
monitor team members that set-up and optimize your GMB proﬁle, or
outsourcers that you give this important job to… giving you the ability to
“inspect what you expect.”
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The reason that we have put this GMB A.R.M.TM together is that we realize you
have gone to school for years to build your business or practice. Your ﬁeld is
very demanding and very competitive… requiring you to remain at the top of
your game.
Now we come to the marketing aspect of your business. The marketing
landscape has changed dramatically over the last several years and it is most
likely that you don’t desire to become a marketing expert. However, you do
demand sustainable marketing results.
This is where this GMB A.R.M.TM comes in. We’re looking forward to you
leveraging this document and it becoming a long-term auditing tool for your
continued GMB ranking success.
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GOOGLE INTRODUCTION
Google is the dominant search engine for local searches. As the virtual inventor
and catalyst for the widespread adoption of the Search Engine, Google is now
controlling and shifting the towards more precise results and actions.
As a result of their unparalleled service, whenever someone is looking to make
a purchase in their local market, they revert to Google.
These days, not being found on Google means you’re dead in the water.
Are you in Google’s good graces?
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GOOGLE INTRODUCTION (cont’d)

●

3.5 billion Google searches are made every day. (Internet Live Stats)

●

The volume of Google searches grows by roughly 10% every year.
(Internet Live Stats)

●

90% of searches made on desktops are done via Google. (Statista)
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LOCAL REDEFINED
Long gone are the days of traditional marketing: billboards, radio, local tv,
newspapers, etc.
Your audience is using Google on all their devices, day- in day-out to ﬁnd the
solutions to their problems. If a business wants to excel and acquire leads, they
need to be performing well on Google Maps.

Half of all users who performed a local search on their mobile device
visited that store same day. (jotform)
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LOCAL REDEFINED (cont’d)
Prospects are drawn into these local businesses, as their being featured on
Google lends a source of credibility. Furthermore, the tools on Google make it
easier than ever to take immediate and direct actions:
● Click to call
● Maps and Directions
● Photos
● Reviews

In fact, research shows that 63.6 percent of people are likely to check
up on a business’ Google reviews before they visit. (reviewtrackers)
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THE PROBLEM
Business owner rarely maximize the potential that Google Maps offers. Google
wants to deliver their users with the best experience, hence their desire to
deliver only the best and most qualiﬁed businesses.
A fully optimized GMB proﬁle offers searchers more information, allowing them
to make their most informed decision in a timely manner. This cycle brings
those happy users back to Google for future and repeated use in ﬁnding their
solutions.
Thus, to maintain their high level of service and satisfaction, Google is selective
with whom they allow into the top maps listings.
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THE PROBLEM (cont.)
Internet lead generation is a zero-sum game. Your prospects will eventually buy
from someone, and if you’re not doing a good enough job of enticing them, they
will buy from your local competitor. The thing that business owners lack is the
knowledge in digital marketing, lead generation, and understanding of the
importance of conversion.
It’s common for the one local business with a slight leg up on the game to end
up attracting and converting MORE of those leads that the entire local
marketplace is ﬁghting for.
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THE OPPORTUNITY
Google My Business is the most powerful free tool at your disposal.
Herein lies the opportunity for anyone wise enough to jump onboard.
Develop and utilize the platform to its maximum potential and get a prime
placement on Google Maps.
●
●
●

Only 61% of local businesses have even claimed their GMB proﬁles;
Only a fraction of those actually optimize properly;
And even fewer keep this information updated;

There are processes that very few local businesses are aware of that enables a
business to rank for multiple keywords on maps listings.
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Neovora is a full-service marketing agency that provides solutions in 3 different
formats:
● A.R.M.s (Action.Result.Monitor)
● DIY Courses (complete end-to-end video courses on how to execute
speciﬁc marketing strategy and tasks.)
● DFY Services (multiple marketing services that ensure your local business
is able to thrive within your local service area.)
At Neovora, we recognize that you are a business owner and professional.
You’ve invested years into your professional education and your
patients/clients demand that you remain at the top of your game.
With that said, we also realize that with all the continual changes within the
digital marketing landscape that keeping up with this part of a business’
marketing strategy is challenging.
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We don’t want you to have to become a professional marketer. You’re already a
successful professional, you don’t need to add marketer to your resume.
We recommend that all businesses begin their relationship with Neovora
through our many A.R.M. auditing tools. These tools allow you to ensure that
whoever is doing any type of digital marketing for your business is following
best practices and executing the steps in the appropriate manner.
Just follow the steps and you’ll know immediately if your team member or
outsourced vendor is doing everything to ensure your success. The proverbial
“inspect what you expect” has never been simpler.
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Then, in the case where Neovora clients want to bring speciﬁc marketing
activities in-house, they generally engage in our DIY (Do-It-Yourself) courses.
These video courses are designed to provide guided instruction through each
step of each respective marketing activity, leaving out the non-actionable ﬂuff
that often times masquerades as “education.”
However, more often than not, our clients are not looking to execute the various
marketing activities within their organization and they typically engage in our
DFY (Done-For-You) services.
From general lead generation all the way through more complex strategies
such as Customer Lifetime Value, Neovora engages every aspect of digital
marketing.
However, Neovora takes a very different approach to marketing than most
agencies. In fact, we have never heard of another marketing agency that
approaches marketing in the same way.
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Let’s quickly explain.
First, there’s the Neovora Local Marketing Success SequenceTM.
You see, initially, a local business shouldn’t engage in all areas of marketing
simultaneously, no matter what the “experts” tell you. A strategy needs to be
built, and tactics deployed… one by one… in a speciﬁc order.
Neovora has designed a marketing approach that consists of 9 individual
“marketing layers,” each subsequent layer supporting the prior.
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We also believe that without a strong, solid marketing foundation, a local
business is burning money when they execute marketing tactics that are
unsupported by prior layers.
A business that invests into a killer website without having a solid social
marketing layer in place (speciﬁcally Google My Business & Facebook
business page) will suffer. A business that spends money on a comprehensive
Google Ads campaign without having a Retargeting initiative will bleed
proﬁtability and come nowhere close to the ROI they had anticipated.
Digital marketing is an ecosystem… and one that can self-prime itself if
executed properly. On the other hand… local businesses that execute disparate
marketing tactics… with a Facebook campaign here and a blog post there…
followed by a new video posted to Instagram… well, these folks will struggle to
gain any sustainable traction.
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Next, and equally as important, is something we call as Calculated
Differentiation™.
We won’t go deep into Calculated Differentiation™ here, as we have an entire
video outlining how to execute this differentiation strategy, but it’s important to
outline the basics of the strategy.
As you know, competition is ﬁerce. Take the dental market as an example…
there are multiple dentists within any 10 block radius in any city within the
United States.
How does a dentist differentiate themselves from their competitors? How is a
prospect able to determine one dentist over the others? Often times, what
happens is a “race to the bottom” to offer the lowest price. No one wins this
race.
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However, what if there was a way to differentiate your business in such a way
that price is never sacriﬁced… to the point where your prices could actually be
higher than many of your local competitors, and prospects still choose you.
This is where Calculated Differentiation™ comes in. This is a step-by-step
process we guide our clients through that creates such a tremendous
distinction between our clients and their competitors that every prospect that
comes into their “world” is immediately aware of this differentiation.
Additionally, the differentiation is showcased in such a way that it bring
tremendous value to the prospect, enabling them to quickly identify our client
as the “go-to” professional to work with.
By coupling Calculated Differentiation™ with the Local Marketing Success
Sequence™ layered approach to marketing, our clients generally dominate with
respect to their lead generation initiatives within their local markets.
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Congratulations for taking this ﬁrst step with Neovora by downloading
this Google My Business A.R.M.™, and we look forward to helping you
with your marketing infrastructure from today forward.
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CLAIM AND
VERIFY YOUR
LISTING
Take control of your
proﬁle and claim your
listing.
Register with Google and
get it set up. Ensure all
data is 100% accurate.

NOT CLAIMED

CLAIMED
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CHOOSE
CATEGORIES
Choosing how to frame your
business is a big step, and
not one to be taken lightly.
There are likely several
possible categories your
business can be associated
with. There are 7 just for an
HVAC / solar contractor. Find
all that apply to you.
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DEVELOP
BUSINESS
DESCRIPTION
Write engaging content
that will persuade
prospects to engage with
you. Create powerful
copy that will be
displayed on your GMB
proﬁle.
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DEVELOP
BUSINESS
INFORMATION
Google provides extensive
informational sections in
their dashboard. Fill
everything out so that
Google feels secure in
suggesting you to their
search audience.

Address
Service Area

Business
Description
Phone
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REVIEWS
Respond to and engage
your existing reviews.
The good and the bad
both need to be
addressed.
Encourage current clients
to leave more reviews, its
a huge ranking factor.
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OPTIMIZE AND ADD IMAGES
Add high quality photos and videos of your business.
Be sure to optimize these photos for geo-location and keyword
relevancy. Media is a large ranking factor.
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WHAT IS POSSIBLE WITH OPTIMIZED GOOGLE MY BUSINESS?
In short, Google serves up well optimized proﬁles to more prospects, in a
predominant location: Google Maps.
Google Maps delivers powerful leads into your world via click to call features,
directions, and website linking.
Google Maps is the #1 free source of high quality leads.
We have two examples that display what is possible with a high performing
Google My Business proﬁle. One of the best features of GMB is that it allows
you to track the results it is having on your lead generation.
This is the Google Insights feature, and here are those case studies.
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RETAIL LOCATION
First, here is a retail location
that sells a product which
has an average price of
purchase of $40. Their
optimized GMB, brings in
289,000 impressions every
month! This is in a metro
area of 2.5 million.
This means every month,
289,000 people see their
brand name and reviews in
the maps listing.
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RETAIL LOCATION (cont.)
Just their Google Map
impressions alone
developed substantial
business:
●
●
●

1,380 visits to their
website
3000 requests for
directions
250+ calls

This is power of an
optimized proﬁle.
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HOME SERVICE BUSINESS
The next is a contractor for
home services. This is a
smaller market with a little
more than 1 million
residents. They offer routine
service and maintenance,
and installations that
average around $5000.
Here, we see that their
brand is displayed on
Google maps over the 30
day period about 3000
times.
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HOME SERVICE BUSINESS (cont.)
Google Map impressions
alone developed impressive
results:
●
●

60 website visits
75 calls

Imagine if you could
potentially speak with 75
prospects who you could
convert into lifelong service
clients or who needed an
immediate $5000
installation.
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GOOGLE INSIGHTS
Google ultimately wants to sell you ads, and their infrastructure allows you to
monitor all types of clicks, impressions, calls, conversions, and a myriad of
tools to show their paid campaigns are performing.
Lucky for the average GMB proﬁle, they also have a suite of free monitoring
tools. These are inside the dashboard, known as Google Insights. The case
studies above are derived from that dashboard.
You will deﬁnitely want to track and monitor your results. At ﬁrst, upon claiming
your business, you might not have anything shown, results will be dismal.
As you optimize and improve your proﬁle, get more reviews, you will start to see
improvements.
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RANK TRACKING
There are also external tools to help you monitor your success. These tracking tools help
to monitor the results of as many keywords as you like.
The tool keeps track of which businesses and websites are being listed for any selected
keyword you choose. Trackers can monitor organic results as well as Google Maps
listings. A simple subscription will be about $30 per month, and will let you know where
you are excelling, and where you are lacking.
Here are three solutions we like best:

www.semrush.com

https://www.proranktracker.com/

www.moz.com
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RANK FAST WITH GOOGLE MAPS
This checklist is derived from a full 45 minute crash course on Google My
Business optimization. The full course shows exactly how you maximize the
tools available to you.
These free tools are provided by Google for your beneﬁt, and a deeper dive will
catapult your business’ lead generation efforts.
While this checklist should be enough to get you started down the right path,
the full Rank Fast in Google Maps Course will be able to put you exactly where
you need to be in order to grow your business with Google Maps- faster and
better than your competitors. Learn more about how to Rank Fast in Google
Maps here.
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